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Collaboration is vital in today’s classrooms and
training rooms, creating the need for furniture
that makes both independent and collaborative
work easier to accomplish. The open nature
of freestanding desking fosters a sense of
cooperation in any environment, but it’s
thoughtful features unique to FlexStation
that make it ideally suited to the task.
FlexStation’s privacy screens are optional
accessories making it as easy to create
unobstructed sight lines for students in lecture
halls as it is to create enclosed study carrels for
them in libraries. Worksurface grommets and
PowerUp® modules maximize usable space on
the desktop in either situation without sacrificing
power or data connectivity.
In addition to the PowerUp® modules that
give users access to power and data on top of
the desk and benefit students who bring their
own laptops and tablets to class, integrated
receptacles beneath the worksurface are available.
These below-surface receptacles are ideal in
computer labs, libraries, and other settings
where the organization’s equipment will be
used as their discrete profile and out- of-the-way
location discourage tampering.
Other features that make FlexStation ideal for
collaborative training environments are also subtly
located beneath the desktop. A shared leg can be
used in place of two separate legs to support
adjoining worksurfaces and increase the foot
room beneath them, while facilitator desks with
casters improve instructors’ mobility and access
to learning boards at the front of the room.

Foot Depth - of transitional
legs is decreased to allow
easy movement throughout
the work area.

Multiple-Height
Worksurfaces - are ideal for
walk-up kiosks allowing users
to work efficiently from a
seated and standing position.

Power/Data Module contains one pop-up duplex
receptacle and two stationary
data ports.

Mobile Worksurface A variety of movable
worksurfaces respond to
the need for group meetings
where mobility is key..
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Collaboration isn’t limited to the classroom, and
neither is FlexStation. In the office environment
peninsula-shaped worksurfaces and mobile tables
are spacious enough for client meetings or
spontaneous gatherings.
For more lengthy collaborations with remote
colleagues or consultants, FlexStation makes
transitions and reconfigurations a snap. Ingenious
connectivity components keep FlexStation (and
you) connected to power and data at all times.
Wire raceways provide subtle cable management
throughout the environment, without the need for
complex disassembling and reassembling. Desktop
PowerUp® modules also allow users to transition
themselves and their mobile equipment in and out
without assistance.
Even in environments that require focused
independent work, FlexStation’s unparalleled
access to data and power are appreciated.
The PowerUp module with its pop-up duplex
receptacle and pair of data ports is the most
obvious access point. Pressing the module’s cover
opens and closes it. In the closed position, the
data jacks remain stationary to prevent wear and
tear on connections, but the duplex receptacle
recesses beneath the desktop, leaving an
unobstructed surface.
FlexStation can also be specified with integrated
duplex outlets beneath the worksurface. These
receptacles are housed in data troughs, which
contain steel dividers for power and data separation
and doors to keep the contents out of sight.
Table-to-table connectors allow a single hardwired
electrical connection to provide 10-wire power for
an entire group of users with either type of access.

Tool Rail - allows users to
locate paper management
components wherever they
are most convenient.

Power/Data Trough is discretely covered to keep
power and data at hand, but
out of sight.

Side Privacy Screens can be used in conjunction
with rear privacy screens
to create study carrels.
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Your options don’t end at data and power with
FlexStation. A wide range of colorful finishes,
laminates and fabrics allow the desking to integrate
aesthetically into existing interiors, while a host of
accessories may just make it worthy of being the
jumping-off point for new designs.
Universal and Venus overheads provide
much-needed locking storage solutions. They
anchor securely to the frame of the desk via steel
stanchions, or can be mounted directly to the wall
with the use of load bars. Task lights mounted on
the cabinets or shelves are easily powered by
below-surface receptacles when their cords are
routed through worksurface grommets.
Tackable screens add privacy and personalization,
and can be combined with overheads or used to
separate desks in back-to-back configurations.
Multi-height tool rails put an array of paper
management choices at your fingertips, while
adjustable keyboard pads make sure those
fingertips find typing as ergonomic as possible.

Beam Option - allows
access to the building power,
data, and communication
receptacles when placed
against a wall.

Panel Options - include full
and partial modesty panels
for privacy in addition to the
open beam design.

FlexStation components also integrate seamlessly
with Series XXI® storage solutions including
worksurface-supporting pedestal files. The
freestanding bookcases, kiosks, and files are
available in finishes that match the desking, and
like the overheads Series XXI® cabinets can be
locked to secure their contents.
A variety of worksurface shapes also make it easy
to customize spaces. Piano, square shoe, and
P-shaped peninsulas are perfect for spreading out
large projects or hosting impromptu meetings,
while transitional and end-of-run units used in
combination with rectangular desks create
command centers of all proportions. Adjustable
Develop™ W-Bases can even be used in
conjunction with FlexStation to make sit-stand
desking possible.
With all of its possibilities, your only limit with
FlexStation is your imagination.

Full Modesty Panel - gives
the desking a uniform look
from every angle, even
when files are stored
beneath it.

Full End Panel - can be used
to finish off worksurface ends
or stand alone worksurfaces.
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FABRICS AND FINISHES
*Product fabrics and finishes shown are reproduced as faithfully as possible within the limitations of the printing process.
COVER SHOT
Desk Laminate - Kensington Maple (LKM)
Paint/Poly/Edge/Trim - Light Tone (LG )
Screen Fabric - Mayer Fabrics Madras 376-001 Sangria
Overheads - Light Tone (LG) paint with Kensington Maple (LKM) door fronts
Alt3™ Upholstered Task Seating - Mustard Seed (A1MS)
PAGE 2/3 SPREAD
Desk Laminate - Nickel Evolv (LNV)
Paint/Poly/Edge/Trim - Sand (SA)
Navigator® Air Task Chairs and Stools - Grey Mesh with Mayer Fabric Motif 411-016 Pewter
PAGE 4/5 SPREAD
Desk Laminate - Sweet Corn (LZC)
Desk/Shelf Paint - Cottonwood (CO)
Edge/Poly/Trim - Light Tone (LG)
Series XXI® Paint - Champagne Metallic ((CM)
Screen Fabric - Mayer Fabric Equal EQ394 Opal
Snap Task Chair - Mayer Fabric Foundation Sunflower
Ped Cushion Fabric - Mayer Fabric Ecosphere Turquoise
*Additional mock-up shown - see cover shot finishes.
PAGE 6/7
Desk Laminate - Cocobala (LCC)
Paint - Starlight Silver Metallic (SX)
Poly/Edge/Trim - Warm Grey (WG)
Screen Fabric - Mayer Fabric Interlude 161-017 Gravel
Overheads - Starlight Silver Metallic paint with Frosty White (LFW) laminate door fronts
Ithaca® Ultra Task Seating - Mayer Fabric Caressa FR White CA-056
Navigator® Air Nesting Chairs - Black Mesh with Mayer Fabric Caressa FR White CA-056
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